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UPDATE RELEASE COMPILATION  

This document details all updates to Cleo Clarify v4, since its original release (as EBI).  This includes updates to both 
the Studio and Server. The latest (cumulative) version of the Studio/Server update can be obtained via the update 
functionality within the product, which is described in the Product Help | Clarify v4 User Guide | System 
Maintenance | System Updates.  Contact Technical Support at (866) 398-6524 if you require any assistance. 

(NEW) CLARIFY v4.4.0 STUDIO       (MAY 2016) 

This service release presents the following enhancements, changes, and fixes to the Studio. 

• Complete rebranding of the UI to reflect Cleo Clarify v4. 
• Increased the parameter limit (up to 99) used in the Business Process, Ruleset, and other objects. 
• Corrected multiple table and view sizing issues in Linux Studio. 
• Corrected an issue that was preventing the local test server from running on Mac Studio. 
• Resource Monitor view now includes new File Monitor status icons in Admin Console. 
• Assorted bug fixes and minor UI enhancements. 

(NEW) CLARIFY v4.4.0 SERVER       (MAY 2016) 

This service release presents the following enhancements, changes, and fixes to the Server. 

File Monitor enhancements  

• Corrected several issues related to non-service File Monitors not re-starting after a failover event. 
• Corrected an issue in which File Monitor polling iterations did not execute in the way in which they were 

configured. 

EBI v4.3.3 SERVER             (MAR 2016) 

This service release provides a critical update correcting an issue on the Linux Operating System where Inbound 
and Outbound EDI processes would repeatedly fail. 

EBI v4.3.2 SERVER             (FEB 2016) 

This service release provides a critical update correcting an issue where scheduled business processes would 
randomly stop processing. 

EBI v4.3.1 SERVER             (FEB 2016) 

This service release provides general updates to the current Server functionality. 
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EBI v4.3.0 SERVER AND STUDIO          (FEB 2016) 

*Please note: There are dependencies between the latest Studio and Server updates. 

EBI v4.3.0 STUDIO            (FEB 2016) 

This service release provides several important additions, updates, enhancements, and fixes to the current Studio 
functionality. 

DATABASE MONITOR NOW AVAILABLE 

A new object - the Database Monitor – is now available to execute processes in EBI whenever insert, delete, or 
update activity occurs to fields and rows on your backend database (supports Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and 
IBM DB2 i DBMS). 

Database Monitors provide an effective way to automate responses to your business events when manifested as 
database actions. 

Note: EBI Projects using Database Monitors should have the ebiprojectdependencies plug-in version constraint set 
to [4.3.0, 5.0.0). This prevents the Project being deployed to an incompatible Server.  

ADMIN CONSOLE ENHANCEMENTS 

The Admin Console’s Auditor view has been enhanced with additional Quick Search functionality. You now have 
the ability to use Quick Search to query for specific file names in a transaction. This feature was available in earlier 
EBI versions, and has now returned to this current Studio update.  

A new deployment log is now available and can be viewed from the Admin Console’s Projects view (Server Log 
tab). This may be helpful for multiple users to monitor activity when deploying to the same server. 

ADDITIONAL OS COMPATABILITY 

The EBI Studio can now be installed on a Linux operating system. 

IMPROVED VISUAL ENHANCEMENTS FOR RULESET AND BUSINESS PROCESS EDITORS  

• Better visual marking has been added to the Ruleset editor that allows for clearer distinction between 
enabled and disabled rules. 

• Better visual marking has also been added to the Business Process editor that allows for clearer 
distinction between enabled and disabled Business Process tasks. 

• Annotations have been added to the rules pane in the ruleset editor when a variable is selected. 
• In addition to the annotations, additional highlighting has been added to the rules pane when a source or 

target node has been selected. 

WIZARD AND GENERAL CORRECTIONS 
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When the record structure of a flat file cannot be identified due to its complexity, the wizard will now open the 
Manual Record Structure Editor. 

• When the default value of a field is ‘blank’, the Database Wizard now updates the default value attribute 
correctly.  

• An issue in which the Schema Wizard wasn’t correctly generating a Flat File Schema when using a tab-
delimited flat file has been fixed. 

• An issue in which the Database Refresh wizard incorrectly populated default values on schema fields has 
been fixed. 

• An issue in which the Project Generator did not update the name of a new trading partner object has 
been fixed. 
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 (NEW) EBI v4.3.0 SERVER           (FEB 2016) 

This service release provides several important updates to Server functionality.  

STABILITY IMPROVEMENTS TO THE VIRTUAL FILE MANAGER  

Stability improvements have been made to the Virtual File Manager. 

DEPLOYMENT ENHANCEMENTS 

In addition to logging improvements, stability improvements have also been made to the deployment process.  

BUG FIXES AND LOGGING ENHANCEMENTS 

• The Web Service Consumer now correctly handles escape characters in SOAP response as intended, by 
wrapping them in a manufactured Response construct. 

• An issue in which the AssembleMultipartMimeBusiness Process task failed whenever the task preceding it 
would fail has been fixed.  The Mime actions will still process. 

• An issue in which process logs (created as a result of reprocessing) would load with errors has been fixed. 
• Ruleset compilation logging now appears only when an error occurs. 
• Additional information has been provided in the server log when comparing current debug SFTP logging 

to old logging. 
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EBI v4.2.0 STUDIO            (JAN 2016) 

This service release provides an enhancement to the Admin Console’s Auditor View functionality.  

Logs can now be viewed from the Auditor View even when the server has been suspended; this reflects a return to 
functionality that was available in earlier versions of EBI. 

EBI v4.2.0 SERVER            (JAN 2016) 

This service release provides several updates to basic Server functionality.  

EBI v4.1.1 STUDIO            (DEC 2015) 

This service release provides several updates, fixes, and enhancements to the following Studio functionality.  

DATABASE REFRESH WIZARD FIXES AND ENHANCEMENTS 

• Enhanced the UI to now display a list of objects that could be affected during the refresh process. 
• Corrected issues where the decimal digits in the Database Schema were overwritten, and where field-

level changes were not updating. 

PROJECT GENERATOR FIX 

• Corrected an issue in the Project Generator where the GS02 Application Sender and the GS03 
Application Receiver IDs incorrectly retained original values.  

SCHEDULED BUSINESS PROCESSES NOT DISPLAYING 

• An Issue where recurring scheduled Business Processes would not display has been corrected. 

ADMIN CONSOLE ENHANCMENTS 

• The Exit Points UI has been re-sized to correct a display issue. 
• During deployment, the Status Dialog (Progress Bar) provides definitive status descriptions for 

different stages in the process. This can be helpful when troubleshooting deployment failures.   

(NEW) EBI v4.1.1 SERVER           (DEC 2015) 

This service release provides an update to the following Server functionality. 

DEPLOYMENT ENHANCEMENTS 
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Many enhancements have been made to the overall deployment experience, through both UI and Server 
improvements, including: 

• Prevention of concurrent deployment: EBI prevents the deploying of Projects from different Studios to the 
same server concurrently; users will be notified through an error message, until deployment has 
completed.  

• Completion of deployment with Studio shut down: If the Studio is shut down while deployment is in 
progress, the process continues to completion.  Previously the deployment process would be cancelled 
when the Studio closed.  

• Server shutdown and re-deployment: it is now easier to re-deploy and recover a Project, if a server shuts 
down during deployment.   

• Improved logging of deployment-specific information. 

WEB SERVICES FIX 

• Corrected an issue in which Web Service SOAP requests were timing out due to resource leaks. 
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